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INSTALLATION PLANNING

Due to the delicacy of the precision optical components of the laser system, it is essential that the

system be installed and operated in as clean an environment as possible.  The area should be

relatively free of dust, airborne contaminants, corrosive fumes, and extremes of heat and humidity. 

An air conditioned environment is recommended to prevent condensation on optical components.

A solid floor, or suitably reinforced platform, free from vibration or shock, is recommended. 

Non-reflecting, or diffusing, wall surfaces are suggested.  It is also recommended that the area have

a high level of illumination to minimize any laser radiation exposure hazards.

Areas with windows or view ports may need to be suitably blocked or interlocked.  Access doors to

the area may also require interlocking.  A set of interlock contacts is provided on the laser system

for the connection of customer interlock circuits.   It is strongly recommended that access to the

laser system and area be limited only to authorized and qualified personnel.  Further safety

precautions may be required, depending on the hazard class of the laser system and the intended

operating conditions.
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SYSTEM INSTALLATION & FACILITY REQUIREMENTS

1.0 PRELIMINARY:

It is recommended, prior to connecting any parts of the system, that all crates be opened 

and each assembly be visually inspected to provide a familiarity with the various 

components. 

2.0 SERVICES:

Proper electrical and cooling water supplies are necessary to operate the laser system. 

2.1 ELECTRICAL:   The Nd:YAG laser requires three phase 50/60 Hz electrical service as

stated in the chart below, and clean 115 VAC single phase power for the computer, motor

drives, and system controls.

LASER MODEL # 208 - 240 VAC

LINE FUSING

440-480 VAC

LINE FUSING

          403C      25 AMPS     15 AMPS

          403L      25 AMPS     15 AMPS

          403      30 AMPS     15 AMPS

          403T      30 AMPS     15 AMPS

          404      30 AMPS     20 AMPS

          405      40 AMPS     20 AMPS

          406-1      60 AMPS     30 AMPS

          408-1      75 AMPS     40 AMPS

2.2 EXTERNAL COOLING WATER SUPPLY:

The unit requires cooling water at minimum 40 psi supply pressure and unrestricted 

drain side.  Higher inlet pressures are necessary if the drain is restricted such as the return 

loop to a water chiller.

Water supply temperature and flow requirements are as follows:
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LASER MODEL # MAX. HEAT   

 LOAD

RECOMMENDED MAX.   

 INLET WATER TEMP.

   FLOW

     403C, L  <5KW                 60° F 2-3 GAL/MIN

     403 & 403T     6 KW                 60° F 3-5 GAL/MIN

     404   10 KW                 60° F 4-5 GAL/MIN

     405   10 KW                 60° F 4-5 GAL/MIN

     406-1   14.5 KW                 60° F    6 GAL/MIN

     408-1   17 KW                 55° F    6 GAL/MIN

3.0 SET-UP:

. Bolt the vibration feet in the holes provided in the frame base.

. Level the machine by adjusting the feet.

. Remove any protective covers from the focusing barrel.

. Open the hinged cover on the top of the frame and remove the cover over the

delivery optics.  Then remove any protective shipping covers from the optical

elements.  Exercise care - DO NOT TOUCH OPTICAL SURFACES.

. Inspect surfaces for dust, and blow off as required with an air puffer or compressed

air can.

. Replace covers.

4.0 LASER CONNECTIONS:

All internal cooling and electrical connections are made at the factory.  External cooling

and electrical services are to be connected as follows:
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4.1 Connect tap water or chilled water cooling (in accord with the specifications of paragraph

2.2) as follows:

4.2 HOSE FITTING

Cooling Water Supply COOLANT WATER IN

Drain Hose or Cooling Return COOLANT WATER OUT

5.0 PRIMARY LOOP COOLING WATER:

Remove the rear compartment panel behind the power supply end of the frame, and

fill the water reservoir with distilled/deionized water to within an inch of the top of the

canister.  Later, after operating the unit, check this level and add water as required.  

Required volume of coolant is 5 gallons.

6.0 POWER:

Connect the three phase line cord to three phase facilities power as described in 

para. 2.0.   Where applicable, re-tap the main transformer in accord with the facilities

voltage and the System Interconnect drawing or the Power Bay Wiring drawing.  

7.0 CONTROL COMPUTER:

Place the PC computer and monitor on the shelf at the center frame section and plug into

the 115 V.A.C. system outlets at that location.   Connect the computer video monitor to

the Video Port and the keyboard mouse to their appropriate connectors.

Connect the motor drive control cable, and the laser and system interface cables in accord

with their labels.

8.0 T.V. MONITOR:

Place the T.V. Monitor in a convenient location.  Connect the coaxial cable from the

camera to the IN jack of the cross hair generator.  Connect the OUT jack of the cross hair

generator to the InPut jack on the rear of the monitor.  If a cross hair generator is not

provided, simply connect the video cable from the camera to the video in jack on the

monitor.  Plug the monitor into the 115 V.A.C. outlet on the left end of the machine. 
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9.0 OTHER CONNECTIONS:

The other interface connectors are mated at the factory.  If necessary refer to the system

schematics for further information.

10.0 USER INTERLOCK CONNECTOR:

The user interlock connector is located on the rear of the Interface Panel (top chassis in

electronics rack section).  This connector provides an input for an interlock contact under

user control for remote inhibit from such sources as a door interlock or chiller interlock. 

Refer to the manual section on the Interface Panel.
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